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USER-INTERACTIVE CORRECTIVE 
TUNING OF COLOR PROFILES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

All image rendering devices impose distortions on the 
color characteristics of an image. Thus, the matching of 
color appearance between images and documents trans 
ferred among any combination of digital image rendering 
devices Such as monitors, Scanners, and printers requires the 
imposition of Specialized color image processing knowl 
edgeable about the color rendering characteristics of the 
different imaging devices. Generalized open Systems for 
applying Such color processing are known as Color Man 
agement Systems (CMS) and are proliferating in the arena of 
desktop computing. These Systems depend upon Standard 
data structures known as color profiles (hereinafter 
“profiles') to determine how to process image pixels. Due to 
a large number of factors, a CMS in combination with 
available profiles may deliver colors not all of which a user 
would consider optimal for a color appearance match. In the 
current CMS arena when a combination of profiles are found 
to produce very acceptable matches for most colors but have 
a limited number of known deficits, there are practically no 
useful tools available to even the most knowledgeable user 
and none at all to the naive user for making fine adjustments 
to the System results. 

Color Management Systems are necessary because dif 
ferent imaging devices have different color capabilities, 
describe color characteristics in different terms, and operate 
in different color Spaces. For example, a color display 
monitor in a computer System may operate in RGB color 
Space by creating and describing colors in terms of red, 
green and blue (RGB) values. The RGB values associated 
with particular colors for the display monitor are device 
dependent in that the RGB values associated with specific 
colors are particular for the given monitor. Since the RGB 
values are device-dependent, colors displayed on different 
monitors will probably not be visually identical even for the 
same RGB input values. 
Most printers create and describe colors in device 

dependent terms differing from those used by monitors. 
Printers typically use cyan, magenta, yellow and black 
(CMYK) values to describe colors, and are said to operate 
in the CMYK color space. Since the CMYK values are 
device-dependent, colors printed on any given printer will 
probably not match colors printed on a different printer for 
the same CMYK values. 

Further complicating color matching between devices is 
the fact that different devices have different color capabili 
ties. Every rendering device, Such as a printer or monitor, 
has a limited range of colors, i.e. gamut, that it can repro 
duce. Those skilled in the art will recognize that color 
display monitors tend to be able to produce a wider range of 
lighter colors whereas color printers tend to be able to 
produce a wider range of darker colors. Consequently, the 
gamut for a color display monitor is different from the gamut 
for a color printer. As a result, Some colors displayed on 
monitors cannot be reproduced on color printers and Vice 
WCS. 

Parameterized color transform models are used by a CMS 
to translate between devices with the goal of maintaining 
color appearance. For example, Suppose that the user dis 
plays an image on a monitor. If he prints the image without 
any color correction, the color appearance of the printed 
image will differ Significantly from that of the original. 
Using a color transformation model with parameters which 
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2 
take into account the idiosyncratic color rendering charac 
teristics of the user's monitor and the user's printer, a CMS 
will ideally reduce the color appearance difference to a 
perceptively acceptable level. The data from which the CMS 
derives the parameters to the color transform model are 
stored in the color profiles for the two devices. For the 
purposes of this example, where the image displayed on the 
monitor is to be matched by a printed Sample, the monitor 
is considered the Source device and its associated profile the 
Source profile, whereas, the printer is considered the desti 
nation device and its associated profile the destination 
profile. 
The International Color Consortium (ICC) has in recent 

years described a standard file format for color profiles. The 
draft ICC Profile Format Specification, Version 3.3, Nov. 11, 
1996 is incorporated herein in its entirety for Supplemental 
background information which is non-essential but helpful 
in appreciating the applications of the present invention. The 
ICC defines five major classes of color profile: device 
profile, device-link profile, color Space conversion profile, 
abstract profile and named color profile. Device profiles are 
further broken down into Subclasses of input profiles, output 
profiles and display profiles. The ICC profile is a tagged file 
Structure which includes three main Sections: a header, a tag 
table and tagged element data. A CMS determines from the 
profile header general device, file and profile information 
Such as the profile class. Among the most essential fields 
found in a device profile's header is the profile connection 
space (PCS) field which indicates which device-independent 
units are used within tags which are utilized by the CMS 
when deriving parameters for its color transform model. The 
tag table acts as a table of contents for the tag element data 
which is where the profile tags are stored. Tags fall into the 
categories of required, optional and private. Each profile 
class has a different Set of required tags. The intent of 
requiring tags for Specific profile classes is to ensure a 
common base level of functionality which all CMS's can 
perform using conforming profiles. Profiles may also con 
tain optional tags defined by the ICC or private tags defined 
by others. These additional tags may be ignored by the CMS 
or a knowledgeable CMS can take advantage of them. 
The two most relevant ICC profile classifications with 

respect to the present invention are the device profile and the 
device-link profile. A device profile's tags describe the 
relationship between device digits and the device 
independent units of the profile’s PCS. For output device 
profiles and CMYK input device profiles the AtoB tags are 
required by the ICC to describe the relationship from device 
digit to PCS and the Bto A tags are required for describing 
the inverse relationship. For other input device profiles and 
all display device profiles the required tags for describing 
color characteristics are the TRC and Colorant tags. A 
device-link profile contains tags which describe the relation 
ship between the digits for a first device and the digits of a 
second device. The AtoB0 tag describes the relationship 
between Source digits and destination digits as required by 
the ICC for device-link profiles. 

In an end-user's color managed environment, device 
profiles are usually only exercised in pairs where one is 
designated as Source and the other as destination. This 
architecture allows the CMS to proceSS imageS which origi 
nate at the Source device with the goal of matching the 
original color appearance when rendered at the destination 
device. Device-link profiles are used alone and already have 
been conditioned to describe the end-to-end relationship 
between a specific Source and a specific destination device. 
An advantage which device profiles have over device-link 
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profiles is that they can be used in Series with any other 
device profile allowing the CMS complete flexibility to 
manage any configuration of profiled Source and destination 
devices. Device-link profiles while more limited in their 
application are associated with computational efficiencies 
and quality improvements which make them more desirable 
to use in those CMS situations where source and destination 
devices are fixed and known at profile making time, Such as 
for a proofing System. 

The original profile creator, hereafter the “craftsman,” 
may be associated with the device manufacturer, or with a 
third party Service bureau or may be the end-user himself. 
Any number of commercially available Software packages 
or the craftsman's own custom Software may be used to take 
raw color measurements from the device(s) being charac 
terized as well as other user input, and based upon these data 
populate the appropriate tags and fields in the color profile. 
One example of Such a profile making environment is 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/844,380 
filed Apr. 18, 1997 by Meir et al. and is incorporated by 
reference in its entirety to provide Supplemental background 
information which is not essential but is helpful in appre 
ciating the applications of the present invention. 

Specialized color measurement instruments used within 
these profile making environments typically include Spec 
trophotometers or calorimeters. Spectrophotometers used 
for these purposes will measure from a rendered color the 
Spectrum of energy reflected across the range of Visible 
wavelengths. Measurements of Spectra are relatively 
memory intensive and are usually considered extraneous. 
For profile making purposes spectrophotometers are usually 
configured to report in colorimetric units which involves 
convolution of measured spectra with the spectrum of a light 
Source and then convolving with the color matching func 
tions followed by integration and depending on the Specific 
units needed, further mathematical manipulation. Colorim 
eters utilize filtered detectors to perform an analog equiva 
lent to the previously described convolution and integration. 
Spectrophotometers configured to report in colorimetric 
units, calorimeters, and even the human eye which like the 
calorimeter has three filtered detectors, will not be able to 
distinguish between all colors which have unique spectra. 
Confusion of colors with different spectra, known as 
metamerism, will be present when an instrument or the eye 
reports Similar response from these colors due to the loSS of 
information which is a by-product of the integration process. 

After a profile is created, it is customary for its craftsman 
to test its quality performance. Unless the craftsman is the 
end-user or is delivering the profile into a highly pre 
Specified environment, it is unlikely that he has exactly the 
devices which will be used in concert with the profile, nor 
does he know exactly which CMS will be utilized. In the 
case of a device profile it is never clear exactly which other 
profiles will eventually be used to complete a Source/ 
destination pairing. Initial testing of a profile for System 
quality performance thus becomes an inexact Science. The 
end-user when exercising the profile in a specific System 
configuration may encounter different results from those the 
craftsman encountered during his testing phase. 

The original craftsman and the end-user will Sometimes 
encounter a situation where a CMS exercising a particular 
device-link profile or pair of device profiles will produce an 
image where the majority of colorS is presented with the 
expected quality of color matching, but a few areas of the 
image will be reproduced non-optimally according to the 
user's opinion. There are many ways in which Such a 
problem can be introduced, a few examples include: mis 
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4 
matching gamuts between Source and destination imaging 
devices, noise in characterization data, underSampling of 
imaging device characteristics, imaging device drift, imag 
ing device miscalibration, color measurement instrument 
failure, logical mistakes in the profile making Software, 
logical mismatches between CMS assumptions and profile 
making Software assumptions, and physical appearance dif 
ferences between Source and destination media. To fix the 
problem users have very few tools. The more Sophisticated 
the user is in terms of profile technology and color Science 
the greater his capability to determine why the mismatch is 
occurring and perhaps by use of his low level skills manipu 
late data or directly edit profile tags to overcome the 
problem. Due to the immense number of Sample points 
depended upon by the profile making Software, the com 
plexity of the software's algorithms and the size of the 
profile tags which contain the information, fixing Such a 
localized problem through low level means can at times be 
extremely difficult. Users Sometimes have at their disposal 
the means to edit imageS prior to presenting them to the 
CMS Software, anticipating the problems introduced by the 
profiles and overcompensating to get acceptable results after 
applying the profile. This extra image editing Step is 
cumberSome, expensive and a violation of the reason one 
has invested in a CMS in the first place as it is causing the 
user to become an expert color manager. CMS users would 
benefit from friendly, efficient tools which enable localized 
color corrections to a device-link profile or a to a Series of 
device profiles. For this application, local color corrections 
means local with respect to a color map. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Local color correction to color values which result from 
processing of images within a Color Management System 
(CMS) is implemented by adjusting existing fields and tags 
within a color profile. A Source image is rendered on a Source 
digital imaging device, and the same or a different image is 
manipulated by the CMS then rendered on a destination 
digital imaging device. The CMS uses predetermined color 
profiles associated with the Source and destination devices. 
The technique is useful when the manipulated image ren 
dered on the destination device has a number of color 
regions which the user determines are unacceptably different 
in appearance from the Source rendered image. Depending 
upon the embodiment being practiced, either spectrophoto 
metric or colorimetric measurements or onScreen identifi 
cations are made of the respective error regions within the 
two rendered images and the user is enabled to indicate 
preferred color matching results. Based upon these measure 
ments and user input, the original profiles are modified to 
improve the CMS quality performance as judged by the user. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The aforementioned aspects and other features of the 
invention are described in conjunction with the digital image 
processing System of which: 

FIG. 1 is a pictorial view of at least one embodiment of 
the invention; and 

FIG. 2 is a process flow diagram according to at least one 
embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In accordance with the principles of the invention, local 
color correction to a single color value or a range of color 
values which result from color processing of images within 
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a Color Management System (CMS) is implemented by 
adjusting existing tags within color profiles rather than 
performing the expensive task of completely regenerating 
tags from modified data. The general local color adjustment 
technique according to the invention is intended to improve 
the quality performance of a CMS where an arbitrary digital 
image is rendered on a Source imaging device, and the same 
image is further manipulated by the CMS using profiles 
asSociated with the Source and destination devices. The 
technique is useful when the manipulated image rendered on 
the destination device has a number of color regions which 
the user determines are unacceptably different in appearance 
from the Source rendered image. Depending upon the 
embodiment being practiced, either Spectrophotometric or 
colorimetric measurements or onscreen identifications are 
made of the respective error regions within the two rendered 
images and the user is enabled to indicate preferred color 
matching results. Based upon these measurements and user 
input, modified versions of the original profiles are yielded 
which are intended to improve the CMS quality performance 
as judged by the user. 

Three embodiments of Systems operating in accordance 
with the principles of the invention are described below. All 
of these approaches share the common goal of providing a 
user-friendly method for Specifying which colors within an 
arbitrary image rendered on a Source device yield a Subop 
timal color match when the same image is CMS processed 
using particular profiles and rendered on a destination 
device, and for providing a means for the user to guide the 
Software to modify the profiles such that the match will be 
improved. The embodiments differ in the means through 
which the profile tuning software becomes informed of the 
errant colors and these differences impact the resultant 
corrections. Embodiment 1 calls for the user to indicate 
spots in images displayed on a monitor through use of a 
computer mouse and Supporting Software. In Embodiment 2 
the user measures spots on printed images with a multi-filter 
color measurement instrument Such as a spectrophotometer. 
Embodiment 3 requires the use of a 3 channel color mea 
Surement instrument Such as a colorimeter for indicating the 
image points. Each of the embodiments is further broken 
down into Several variations, each variation differing with 
respect to which class of profiles are being tuned. Variation 
A corrects a device-link profile, Variation B corrects a 
Source/destination pair of device profiles and Variation C 
encounters the Source/destination pair of Variation B and 
creates a single, corrected device-link profile. 

In a first embodiment, Embodiment 1A, a device-link 
profile is exercised by a CMS resident on a desktop com 
puting System. The user renders a digital image on a Source 
device and then processes that image through the CMS and 
renders it on the destination device. FIG. 1 illustrates an 
example of Such a computing environment which includes a 
printer 12, a proofing device 10 and a computer 6 with a 
monitor 8, a keyboard 7A and a mouse 7B. The computer 
also contains I/O ports for reading and writing to a CDROM 
or floppy disk 1. This System is but one example of the many 
combinations of elements which could be put together to 
form a System for implementing the corrective tuning tech 
nique in accordance with the principles of the invention. For 
this example, the printer 12 will be considered the Source 
device and the proofing device 10 will be considered the 
destination device. The device-link profile thus describes a 
mapping from digits delivered to the printer to those deliv 
ered to the proofing device. 

In this first embodiment, the user will inspect the two 
rendered images and determine where the management of 
the colors could have been improved. The profile tuning 
Software which practices the principles of the invention will 
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6 
perform a rendering of the image to the monitor 8. The user 
will indicate through use of the computer mouse 7B those 
spots on the image which were problematic. For each spot 
indicated, the user will be queried as to how better to manage 
those Spots, Specified either in units of destination digits or 
in device-independent values. The user will further be 
queried as to how large an area in Source digit units should 
be affected by the modification. When the user requests a 
new profile based upon the corrections, the Software will 
modify the AtoB0 tag in the device-link profile by updating 
fields which are associated with mappings from the Source 
digits which fall within the user Specified areas Surrounding 
each indicated Spot. 

For this example, the user has identified a Spot on the 
Source rendered image which the Software determines is 
CMYK in source device digit units. Further, this same spot 
on the destination rendered image contains CMYK, in 
destination device digit units. The user has specified that 
CMYK would be a preferable result from the CMS and 
that all transformations from combinations of the Source 
digits CitAc, MitAm, Y,+Ay and KitAk should get 
Similar treatment. A modification algorithm might entail 
going through the profile's AtoB0 tag, for all fields deter 
mining if the field is associated with Source digits which fall 
within the above defined source CMYK propagation region, 
if So, applying to the field the operation of adding to the 
destination results in the field the difference between 
CMYK, and CMYK. 
A variation of this first embodiment, Embodiment 1B, is 

Similar in all respects to the situation described in Embodi 
ment 1A except the CMS is exercising Profile 1 as the source 
device profile and Profile 2 as the destination device profile, 
instead of a Single device-link profile. The color tuning 
Software could be designed to modify either Profile 1 or 
Profile 2, yielding different results. For the problem where 
the specific combination CMYK is rendered incorrectly, 
then modification of Profile 1 will be appropriate. In the 
alternative case where not only CMYK is rendered incor 
rectly but also each CMYK combination which makes a 
metameric match to CMYK is similarly rendered 
incorrectly, then modification of Profile 2 would be best. 
This example is the former case, where Profile 1, the source 
profile, is modified. In this case, a modification algorithm 
might include the following: convert CMYK and 
CMYK to the source profile’s PCS yielding PCS and 
PCS; for each field in Profile l’s AtoB tags determine if the 
field falls within the source CMYK propagation region as 
defined by C+Ac, MtAm, Y,+Ay and K+Ak; if so, 
apply to the field the operation of adding to the destination 
results in the field the difference between PCS and PCS. 
A third variation of this embodiment, Embodiment 1C, is 

utilized for correcting a Source/destination device profile 
pair as in Embodiment 1B. Whereas the previous embodi 
ment variation would have produced a modified version of 
Profile 1, Embodiment 1C yields a new device-link profile 
which delivers results similar to the original Source/ 
destination pair for non-modified regions of Source digit 
Space and yields modified values where appropriate. An 
algorithm for building the new device-link profile’s AtoB0 
tag might work as follows: for all fields in the profile's 
AtoB0 tag take the field's associated CMYK and deter 
mine the CMYK, which would be appropriate to deliver 
given Profile 1 as source and Profile 2 as destination; 
determine if CMYK falls within the source CMYK propa 
gation region as defined by C+Ac, M+Am, Y,+Ay and 
KitAk; if so, apply to the field the operation of adding to 
CMYK, the difference between CMYKP and CMYK; 
otherwise, populate the field with CMYK. 
Embodiment 2A shares a similar scenario with Embodi 

ment 1A where a device-link profile is to be correctively 
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tuned and where the device-link profile describes the rela 
tionship from device digits for the printer 12 to device digits 
for the proofing device 10. Unlike the previous embodiment, 
this embodiment does not utilize the computer monitor as 
the method for determining where in the Source rendered 
image color problems are present. Instead, this example 
utilizes a novel approach where a spectrophotometer, color 
measurement instrument 14, becomes the tool for determin 
ing the Source digits. 

The spectrophotometer configuration in this embodiment, 
2A, is unusual for a color management regime since the 
actual spectra will be captured and used instead of the 
Standard manipulation of the Spectra into calorimetric units. 
This approach depends upon capturing and Storing an addi 
tional characterization, one which is new to color 
management, which describes the relationship between 
Source device digits and reflected Spectra as measured by the 
Spectrophotometer. This new data Set might be Stored as a 
private tag in the device-link profile or could be kept as a 
Separate document. Formation of this data Set might work as 
follows: a plethora of color patches with known CMYK's is 
printed on the Source System; spectrophotometric measure 
ments of these Samples are made; analysis yields the 4 
wavelengths which correlate most significantly with the 
digital specification of source CMYK; a lookup table (LUT) 
is formed by use of this information which is indexed by the 
percent reflectance of the identified wavelengths as reported 
by the Spectrophotometer and which yields associated 
Source CMYK values. For this example this LUT with its 
new class of information is then Stored as a private tag in the 
device-link profile. 
AS in the Embodiment 1 Scenarios, the user for Embodi 

ment 2A will inspect an arbitrary digital image rendered on 
a Source device and compare it with the same image further 
processed though the CMS and then rendered on the desti 
nation device. The user will determine where the manage 
ment of the colors could have been improved and for this 
embodiment will measure with a spectrophotometer Spots on 
the imageS which are indicative of these errors. AS in the 
Embodiment 1 examples, the user will be queried as to how 
better to manage each spot, Specified either in units of 
destination digits or in device-independent values. The user 
will further be queried as to how large an area in Source digit 
units should be affected by the modification. When the user 
requests a new profile based upon the corrections, the 
Software will modify the AtoB0 tag in the device-link profile 
by updating fields which are associated with mappings from 
the Source digits which fall within the user Specified areas 
Surrounding each indicated Spot. 

For this example, the user has measured with the Spec 
trophotometer a Spot on the Source rendered image, the 
Software determines through the above described LUT that 
this spot is CMYK in source device digit units. The 
Software is also able to determine through the profile that the 
Same Spot on the destination rendered image contains 
CMYK, in destination device digit units. The user has 
specified through an interface that CMYK would be a 
preferable result from the CMS and that all transformations 
from combinations of the source digits C+Ac, M+Am, 
YitAy and KitAk should get similar treatment. A modi 
fication algorithm might entail going through the profile's 
AtoB0 tag for all fields determining if each field is associ 
ated with source digits which fall within the above defined 
Source CMYK propagation region, if So, applying to the 
field the operation of adding to the destination results in the 
field the difference between CMYK and CMYK. 

Embodiments 2B and 2C could be further described as 
variations on Embodiment 2A in exactly the same way that 
Embodiments 1B and 1C vary from Embodiment 1A. 
Embodiment 2B corrects device profiles instead of Embodi 
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8 
ment 2A's device-link profile. Embodiment 2C creates a 
device-link profile which embodies the adjustments. AS 
Embodiment 2A was distinguished from 1A through the use 
of a spectrophotometer instead of a computer monitor and 
Supporting Software, Embodiments 2B and 2C are similarly 
distinguished from Embodiments 1B and 1C. 
Embodiment 3A corrects a device-link profile like 

Embodiments 1A and 2A, but uses as its color measurement 
instrument 14 a three channel device Such as a colorimeter. 
For a four color system such as a CMYK printer, such a three 
channel device does not have the capability to distinguish 
between instrumentally metameric CMYK combinations. 
AS in previous examples, the device-link profile describes 
the relationship from the printer 12 and the proofing device 
10. This approach is further dependent upon knowing the 
relationship between Source digit Values and device 
independent color as well the relationship between device 
independent color and destination digit Values. For purposes 
of this example, the mapping between Source device digits 
and device-independent colors will be referred to as Map 
ping 1 and the mapping between device-independent colors 
and destination digit Values will be referred to as Mapping 
2. These transforms are incidental to the original profile 
making procedure and could be Stored as tags within the 
profile or within a separate document or documents avail 
able to the Software. 

In this embodiment, the user has measured with a calo 
rimeter a spot on the Source rendered image, data from the 
colorimeter coming in device-independent units which for 
the purpose of this example are units of L*a*b*, thus the 
identified spot yields the value L*a*b*'. The user also 
measures the same Spatially located Spot on the destination 
rendered image, yielding L*a*b*'. The software deter 
mines through Mapping 2 that the Spot on the destination 
rendered image contains CMYK, in destination device 
digit units. The user Specifies through an interface that 
CMYK is a preferable result from the CMS and that all 
transformations from combinations of source CMYK digits 
which through Mapping 1 are associated with L*, +AL*, 
at Aa, and b*tAb* should get similar treatment. A 
modification algorithm might entail going through the pro 
file’s AtoB0 tag, for all fields converting the field's associ 
ated Source digits to L*a*b* through Mapping 1, deter 
mining if L*a*b* falls within the above defined source 
L*a*b* propagation region, and if So, applying to the field 
the operation of adding to the destination results in the field 
the difference between CMYK and CMYK. 
Embodiment 3B is similar in all respects to the situation 

described in Embodiment 3A except the CMS is exercising 
Profile 1 as the source device profile and Profile 2 as the 
destination device profile instead of a single device-link 
profile. The color tuning Software is designed to modify 
either Profile 1 or Profile 2, here the results are the same 
either way, but it is more efficient to modify Profile 2. For 
this case, a modification algorithm might include the fol 
lowing: convert CMYK, and CMYK to the destination 
profile’s PCS yielding PCSP and PCSP; for each field in 
Profile 2's BtoA tags determine if the field falls within the 
source L*a*b* as defined by L*AL*, at Aa, and 
b*tAb*; if so, apply to the field the operation of adding to 
the destination results in the field the difference between 
CMYK, and CMYK. 

In the above embodiments, local regions of color Space in 
which adjustments are to be propagated were Specified in 
units most convenient for the Simplified examples. There 
are, in fact, numerous ways in which correction regions 
might be elicited from users with interfaces which work in 
either device-dependent or device-independent terms. 
Additionally, for simplicity Sake, the magnitude of adjust 
ments were constant within these propagation regions. Other 
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implementations could employ formulas for attenuating the 
modifications as colors approach the borders of defined 
regions. 

It is to be understood that the above described embodi 
ments are merely illustrative of the present invention and 
represent a limited number of the possible specific embodi 
ments that can provide applications of the principles of the 
invention. Numerous and varied other arrangements may be 
readily devised in accordance with these principles by those 
skilled in the art without departing from the Spirit and Scope 
of the invention as claimed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A user-interactive method for adjusting fields and tags 

modifying the color transformation performance of a color 
profile in an imaging for use in a digital image processing 
System which includes first and Second imaging devices, the 
method comprising the Steps of 

generating a color match between at least one color in a 
Second image rendered by the Second image device and 
Said at least one color in rendering a first image 
rendered by the first imaging device; 

utilizing the color profile to render a Second image on the 
Second imaging device; 

identifying at least one color associated with Suboptimal 
rendering in the Second image; 

Specifying a preferred color rendering for each identified 
color; and 

adjusting ones of fields and tags of the color profile to 
accommodate Said preferred color processing, 

wherein Said adjusting Step comprises utilizing a propa 
gation region in order to limit how far and to what 
extent the modifications are manifested in color Space 
within the color profile tags and fields. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said color profile is 
Selected from the group consisting of: a device profile; a 
device-link profile; a color Space conversion profile; an 
abstract profile, a named color profile, an input profile; an 
output profile; and a display profile. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the first and second 
images are identical. 

4. A color profile editing method comprising the Steps of: 
measuring, from an image, color data to be adjusted; 
adjusting Said measured color data; 
Specifying colors in an image for which the color profile 

produces Suboptimal results; 
Specifying how Such results would be modified; 
deriving a transform which describes the modifications in 

a form acceptable for Storage within a color profile; and 
editing Said color profile by replacing existing color tag 

information with Said modifications, 
wherein Said editing Step comprises utilizing a propaga 

tion region in order to limit how far and to what extent 
the modifications are manifested in color Space within 
the color profile tags and fields. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said color profile is 
Selected from the group consisting of: a device profile; a 
device-link profile; a color Space conversion profile; an 
abstract profile, a named color profile, an input profile; an 
output profile; and a display. 

6. The method of claim 4, wherein Said Step of Specifying 
colors in an image comprises using a measuring device 
Selected from the group consisting of: a multichannel mea 
Surement instrument; a colorimeter; a spectrophotometer; 
and a densitometer. 

7. The method of claim 4, wherein said step of specifying 
how Such results should be modified comprises measuring a 
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10 
preferred color and deriving the digital values which would 
render Such a color. 

8. A profile editing System for modifying the color trans 
formation performance of a color profile for use in a digital 
image processing System having first rendering means for 
rendering a first image and Second rendering means for 
rendering a Second image through use of a profile, Said 
profile editing System comprising: 
means for identifying at least one color associated with 

Suboptimal rendering in the Second image; 
means for Specifying a preferred color rendering for each 

identified color, and 
means for adjusting ones of fields and tags of the color 

profile to accommodate Said preferred color processing, 
wherein Said adjusting means comprises utilizing a propa 

gation region in order to limit how far and to what 
extent the modification is manifested in color Space 
within the color profile tags and fields. 

9. The profile editing system of claim 8, wherein said 
means for identifying at least one color associated with 
Suboptimal rendering comprises means for measuring Said at 
least one color from the first image or Second image. 

10. The profile editing system of claim 9, wherein said 
means for measuring is Selected from the group consisting 
of a multichannel color measurement instrument; a colo 
rimeter; a spectrophotometer, and a densitometer. 

11. The profile editing system of claim 8, wherein said 
means for Specifying a preferred color rendering comprises 
means for measuring a color. 

12. The profile editing system of claim 8, wherein said 
color profile is Selected from the group consisting of a 
device profile; a device-link profile; a color Space conver 
Sion profile; an abstract profile, a named color profile; an 
input profile; an output profile, and a display profile. 

13. The profile editing system of claim 8, wherein the 
adjustment means comprises determining digital values 
asSociated with the measured color. 

14. The profile editing system of claim 8, wherein the first 
and Second images are identical. 

15. A system for modifying the color transformation of a 
color profile comprising: 
means for rendering a first image on a first Source ren 

dering device; 
means for processing an image through a color manage 

ment System that accesses the color profile; 
means for rendering on a Second destination rendering 

device the color processed image; 
means for Selecting a third rendering of the Second image 

as being preferably rendered; and 
means for adjusting ones of fields and tags of the color 

profile to facilitate the third rendering through the 
destination imaging device, 

wherein the adjusting means comprises utilizing a propa 
gation region in order to limit how far and to what 
extent the modifications are manifested in color Space 
within the color profile tags and fields. 

16. The system of claim 15, wherein said color profile is 
Selected from the group consisting of: a device profile; a 
device-link profile; a color Space conversion profile; an 
abstract profile; a named color profile, an input profile, an 
output profile; and a display profile. 

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the first and second 
images are identical. 

18. The profile editing system of claim 8, wherein said 
means for identifying at least one color associated with 
Suboptimal rendering comprises means for measuring Said at 
least one color from the first image or Second image. 
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